
Solar is the fastest growing energy source in the world. It offers a limitless supply of clean, safe,  
renewable energy for heat and power. And it’s more affordable, more efficient, and more reliable than ever!

+ FINANCIAL INVESTMENT: Take advantage of strong incentives today to achieve a payback of less than five years. 
    Receive free electricity for the life of the system! 

+ LOCKED ELECTRIC RATE: All the systems we install carry a 25 year performance guarantee. This protects you against  
    ever-increasing utility rates. 

+ INCREASED PROPERTY VALUE: An average size solar PV system can add $7,000 to your home’s value (without raising  
    property taxes). 

+ CLEAN POWER: Solar systems have zero emissions, and produce their power from the ultimate renewable resource,  
    the sun!

+ ENERGY INDEPENDENCE: Empower your home and reduce your dependence on expensive foreign energy.

The time is
NOW... 

GO SOLAR!

S O L A R  I N C E N T I V E S

Between the Federal Government, Oregon utility companies, and the State of Oregon, tax rebates and  
incentives are currently very strong but set to decline. Take advantage of these generous rates now to  
offset the cost of going solar! 

FEDERAL TAX CREDIT

30%
of total installation cost

set to decrease December 31, 2019 

OREGON TAX CREDIT

$1.30/watt
$6,000 cap | $1,500 per year over 4 years

set to expire December 31, 2017 

ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON

$.30/watt
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PGE: $2,100 cap 
Pacific Power: $1,800 cap
Limited fund allotment



ELEMENTAL ENERGY is a highly experienced design and installation firm of solar PV systems for  
residential and commercial  clients in Oregon. The owners and staff at Elemental Energy received  
tailored renewable energy engineering education,  allowing us to offer unparalleled expertise. Locally 
owned and operated right here in Portland, we pride ourselves on  providing creative solutions to your 
home or business energy needs, and aim to make the process of going solar simple  and efficient. 

With a fresh perspective, passion and enthusiasm for clean energy, and humanitarian outlook,  
Elemental Energy’s drive to create a healthier environment echoes in every consult and install 
we do. Focused on seeking solutions to the world-energy crisis through education and system  
implementation, Elemental Energy believes in ensuring our clients realize the benefits of their financial 
investments, and that they move forward confident in their path to energy independence.

Selected as one of Solar Power World’s “Top Solar Contractors,” 2013, 2014, 2015, & 2016
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“Elemental Energy is fantastic! They combine passion and service with technology and sustainability. They were 
very knowledgeable about every aspect of my solar installation. The installation crew was very courteous and  
friendly. They have a clear and timely style of communication, and I always felt that they were attending to our  
project from the moment I first contacted them. I would hire them again in an instant, and highly recommend them to 
anyone who is considering an installation. They’re the best, and we’re lucky to have them here in Oregon.” 

-Tim C.

TWENDE SOLAR (Twende) is a 501c3 non-profit organization dedicated to empowering energy-poor  
communities with renewable energy systems. Born out of the passions of Elemental Energy employees, 
Twende seeks to bridge the gap between renewable energy experts and energy-deficient populations.  

In 2016, Twende Solar volunteers installed a combined 32.6 kW worth of Solar PV on schools in  
Guatemala and Cambodia. These systems will replace costly and pollutant diesel generators, while also 
providing a unique hands-on renewable energy learning opportunity to thousands of students over 
the lifespan of the system.

For more information visit, www.twendesolar.org 

Contact: terry@elementalenergy.net • 503-209-6963

TERRY TO M E I   | Solar Consultant 
Terry has helped hundreds of homeowners go solar.  As a NABCEP-certified PV Technical Sales  
Professional, Terry’s role is to give clients the information they need to make an informed decision. 
 He answers questions in a timely and complete manner and helps each homeowner custom 
design the system that suits their needs.  

Terry is a passionate environmentalist who is pleased to be a  part of the solution by helping 
people choose clean energy.  For him, this is a democratic movement towards empowerment   
and independence, and going solar is a critical part of the environmental and social justice 
movement, because people don't have to wait to go solar, they can take action now.


